
Name: Date:

GOAL

duration.

MATERIALS

hover in the air for the longest

TIME TO CREATE

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY

Read the following, highlight important information, and respond to the prompts.

Helicopter ftight goes backto around 4oo B.C. and can be attributed to an ancient Chinese toy:
the bamboo dragon. The toy consists of a piece of wood with a blade attached to the top with a dowel.
Children would spin the stickbetween their hands, generating lift, and then release it into the airto
take flight.

Leonardo da Vinci's (tl+g, notebooks included sketches of an ornithopter ftying machine. His
design included a rotating screw that was to be powered by a wind-up spring.
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Whirlybird Liftoff

Draw a sketch of what the bamboo dragon might have looked like.



Nearly 5oo years later, incorporating da Vinci's designs, lgor Sikorsky set out to
build the first helicopter capable of carrying a person on a vertical flight. After many

attempts spanning from rgro-r94o, Sikorsky was able to achieve success with a
helicopter design that used a main lifting rotor and a tail rotor to create a tift. The

Sikorsky VS-3oo was the first working helicopter and served as the forerunner for
the helicopters used today.

Pioneers of vertical flight needed a true understanding of the nature of lift
caused by an efficient propeller design. A propeller is an airfoil: a curved surface

that can generate lift when air moves over it. When air moves over the surface of a
rotating propeller, the air pressure on top is reduced, and the air pressure under-

neath is increased. The combined pressures generate the tift needed to push the
helicopter up.

When designing an efficient propeller, engineers need to think about two prin-

ciples: the radius of the propeller (the distance from the center to the tip), and the
twist angle of the propetter (the angle of the propel[er blade). The radius and twist
angle of the propellers should remain constant, while the chord lengths of each

should vary. (Understanding the chord length, the straight-line width of the propel-

ler at a given distance along the radius, is also important, but for now, we're going

to set that idea aside.)

Make your own helicopter by using paper or index cards.

rapidly, creating lift and allowing the helicopter to fallto the ground slowly.

Now make other helicopters, using the materials provided, with different varia-

tions to see how the changes you make affect the speed of the blades' spin and how

quickty the helicopter falts to the ground. What happens if you shorten the helicop-

ter blades?

TEAM CHALLENGE

Participants will work together in teams of two or three for a total of zo minutes

to make two helicopters per team. One helicopter witt be hatf of the scale as the

one made during the individual activity. The other will be made with construction
paper and witl be approximately 33o/o [arger than the size of the one made during

the individuaI activity. The goal is to make a heticopter that witt stay in the air the
longest time.

Once the teacher starts the time, your team will have exactly zo minutes to
gather your activities and buitd your helicopters. Once your teacher signals that
time is up, stop working immediately and proceed with your helicopters to the chal-

lenge site. Any team that continues to work after the time is up may be disqualified.
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Start Time _: + zo Minutes = _:_ End Time

Run two tests for each helicopter. Circle the best time for each helicopter. That will be the time
counted toward the challenge.

t. Record your helicopters' best times:

Smallhelicopter:

Medium helicopter:

Big helicopter:

2. What are the dimensions of the sma[[est helicopter?

3. What are the dimensions of the largest helicopter?

4. Which direction does the helicopter spin as it fal[s, clockwise or counterclockwise?

5. What happens if you bend the blades of the helicopter in the opposite directions?

6. Which of the three helicopters has the best hovering ability?

7. Which of the three helicopters has the best accuracy or handting ability?

8. Compare the results of your team's helicopters with another team's helicopter times. Discuss
what made one size better than another. Write down the other team's helicopters'times here:

Smallhelicopter: _:_
Medium helicopter: _:_
Big heticopteri _:--

9. Explain similarities and/or differences that you found among your team's helicopters and the
other team's helicopters:

10. lf you were to make another helicopter, what size and materials would you use? Explain your
responSe.
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